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If you’re in the market for your next luxury SUV, odds are you’ve come across the 2018 Jaguar 
F-PACE. Stylish, innovative, and classic all at once, the F-PACE will have you looking a little 
di� erently at your next ride to the kids’ soccer games.

In this Buyer’s Guide to the 2018 Jaguar F-PACE, you’ll get the ins and outs of everything the 
2018 F-PACE has to o� er. From trim levels and technology features to engine options and more, 
you’ll see what the F-PACE is all about, and decide for yourself if this SUV is the right pick for 
your next luxury vehicle. Be sure to read through to the end, where we’ll go over the di� erent 
warranties available when you purchase a Jaguar vehicle. 

Ready to jump into the 2018 Jaguar F-PACE? Let’s get started!
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2018 F-PACE

The F-PACE Overview
Seating: 5 Passengers

MPG Rating: Up to 26/33 MPG city/highway 

Base Engine: Turbocharged 2.0L 4-cylinder

Trim Levels: Base, Premium, Prestige, R-Sport, S, and Portfolio

Infotainment System: Yes

As Jaguar’s fi rst SUV for the brand, we like to refer to the F-PACE as a “performance crossover,” and it is 
certainly a stand-out vehicle in its class. Perfect for a family-friendly vehicle, or simply to spice up your SUV 
ride to a level of luxury, the F-PACE is sure to make your rides more fun, inside and out. Don’t let its classy 
look fool you—this versatile ride is smooth not just on, but o�  the road, too.
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2018 F-PACE

Exterior
Although the F-PACE is categorized as an SUV, it doesn’t give up the sports-car-like characteristics that Jaguar 
vehicles famously exhibit. The F-PACE radiates the perfect combination of assertion-meets-agility and class-
meets-athleticism. In fact, Jaguar actually modeled the look of the F-PACE after their sportiest model, the 
F-TYPE. You could say that the F-PACE has the power of an SUV, with the heart of a sports car.

It’s sleek, teardrop shape further enhances the F-PACE’s capability and dynamic handling. Add the alloy wheels, 
which are available as large as 22 inches, plus the sliding panoramic roof, and your choice of color, including 
the sharp Loire Blue or Indus Silver. Then, you’ve got yourself a smooth-talking (or, driving) sporty SUV.

The Look
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2018 F-PACE

Interior
Stepping into the cabin of the F-PACE, you’ll fi nd everything you’d expect from a luxury vehicle, and then some. 
The F-PACE’s contemporary, simplistic design allows for a look of athletic class, and is complemented with 
high-quality materials, like Brogue Perforated Taurus Leather seats. You also can choose from a variety of color 
combinations to further personalize your F-PACE and show o�  your style.
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2018 F-PACE

Advanced Jaguar Technology
Looking for your next luxury vehicle certainly includes expecting the 
most advanced technology for your multimedia and driver assistance needs. 
Luckily, the F-PACE has Jaguar InControl® features. So, on longer drives to 
work or vacation spots, you’ll always be connected in the F-PACE.

InControl Touch™
With Jaguar’s InControl Touch™ multimedia system, you’ll stay connected all 
from an 8-inch touchscreen. Whether you want to check the weather, utilize 
the navigation system, listen to your music, make a phone call, or change 
the temperature, InControl Touch™ is your one-stop hub for these 
advanced features.

Additionally, InControl Touch™ is also your source for the F-PACE’s 
driver assistance features, including the Reverse Tra¥  c Detection 
system, which assists you in backing out of parking spaces or 
other tight areas. Other assistance features include:

 • Blind Spot Monitor
 • Tra�  c Sign Recognition
 • Lane Keep Assist
 • Driver Condition Monitoring
 • Adaptive Cruise Control with Queue Assist

So, no matter where you’re headed, the F-PACE has your 
back with the InControl Touch™ system.

InControl Remote™ & InControl Protect™
When you download Jaguar’s InControl Remote™ and 
InControl Protect™ apps, you’ll be able to control your vehicle 
from wherever you are. Such features include checking your 
fuel levels, fi nding your F-PACE in a crowded parking lot, and 
double-checking you haven’t left your windows down when it 
starts to rain. Plus, you can take advantage of Optimized 
Jaguar Assistance if you ever need roadside assistance, 
or SOS Emergency Call for more serious situations.
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2018 F-PACE

Additional Technology
You’ll never have to take your eyes o�  the road with the F-PACE’s additional technology, like the Head-Up 
Display. This advanced feature will project your vehicle’s information right in front of you on your windshield 
using laser technology—even on bright, sunny days! See your speed, navigation directions, Forward Collision 
Alert, and Tra¥  c Sign Recognition features right in front of you. 

Engine Power
The 2018 F-PACE o� ers four di� erent engine options, which include:

 • A turbocharged 2.0L 4-cylinder diesel engine that produces 180 horsepower 
             and 318 lb-ft of torque.
 • A turbocharged 2.0L 4-cylinder gas engine that puts out 247 horsepower.
 • A turbocharged 2.0L 4-cylinder turbocharged gas engine that produces 296 horsepower 
             and 295 lb-ft of torque.
 • A supercharged 3.0L V6 that produces 380 horsepower and will skyrocket from 0-60 MPH 
             in 5.1 seconds.

JaguarDrive Control®
No matter what the road conditions may be, your F-PACE can handle anything with the JaguarDrive Control® 
system. Switch between Standard, Eco, Dynamic, or Rain/Ice/Snow mode to adjust to the weather or your 
driving preference. For example, if you want your vehicle to optimize fuel e¥  ciency, switch to Eco mode. 
Rain/Ice/Snow mode will gradually apply more traction to keep you safe on slippery surfaces.

Performance Fit for a Race–We Mean, F-PACE
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2018 F-PACE

O� -Roading
The 2018 F-PACE looks as good on the road as 
it does o� . With the available Adaptive Surface 
Response system, you’ll feel completely confi dent 
taking your luxury SUV o�  the beaten path when 
you go on your next family camping trip. 

Fuel Economy
You might think that with all this power the F-PACE 
must lack in fuel economy, which is not the case. 
With an EPA-estimated 26/33 city/highway MPG in 
the 180-horsepower 2.0L engine, the F-PACE excels 
against its competitors. As for your benefi t, you’ll love 
taking this ride on a road trip—just be sure to wave to 
the rest stops as you cruise by them.

The 2018 Jaguar F-PACE comes standard with a 5-Year/60,000-Mile Basic Warranty, along with a 
5-Year/60,000-Mile Powertrain Warranty. You’ll also have several other options that will cover you from front 
to back, and help you to keep your F-PACE on the road for years to come. 

Jaguar EliteCare
With Jaguar EliteCare, the New Vehicle Limited Warranty and Roadside Assistance Coverage now covers up 
to fi ve years or 60,000 miles, and it comes with Complimentary Scheduled Maintenance Coverage.

Parts and Accessories Limited Warranty
When you opt for this warranty, any part or accessory that needs repair will be covered and taken care of by a 
Jaguar-authorized retailer.

Paint & Corrosion Warranty
If any paintwork needs to be touched up from a manufacturing defect, it will be covered under this warranty 
for four years or 50,000 miles. If any rust corrosion is present on the bodywork of your Jaguar, this will be 
covered for six years with unlimited mileage.

Jaguar Prepaid Maintenance Plan
Purchasing a Jaguar Prepaid Maintenance Plan ensures your F-PACE will always be running like new with 
routine maintenance services already paid for. These services include oil changes, replacing brake fl uid, 
checking the battery condition, inspecting the tires, and more.

2018 F-PACE Warranty Options
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2018 F-PACE

Congratulations!
You’ve made it to the end of your Buyer’s Guide to the 2018 Jaguar F-PACE, and you’re ready to 
check out Jaguar’s superior SUV for yourself. Simply contact your local Jaguar dealership, and get into 
your new F-PACE today!

Test Drive Your New F-PACE Today!

Must present this coupon upon arrival before negotiating your best price. 
One coupon per customer. Cannot be combined with any other o� ers.
Prior sales excluded. Valid only at Jaguar Albuquerque. O� er expires 12/31/18.

$500 OFF MSRP

JAGUAR ALBUQUERQUE

SPECIAL OFFER
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ON ANY NEW JAGUAR PURCHASE




